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Abstract

Belated opening of college butteries ranks among the worst daily annoyances of the Oxford student. We
hint on potential negative effects of this phenomenon on student life and college experience. The focus is
laid on measurable effects, in particular the time spent by students queueing for food rather than studying
or making effective use of their free time. We show that the relationship is linear and considerable in
magnitude.

The buttery of University College of the
University of Oxford has a fantastic rep-
utation of serving some of the best food

in Oxford, but a shady history of belated open-
ing times. The aim of this study is to find the
relationship between buttery opening times at
the college and student time wasted in queues.

I. Observations and Assumptions

The following observations have been con-
ducted by the author over a period of 3 years:

• Buttery never opens early
• Buttery opens on time approximately half

of the time
• Time to serve a student is around 10 sec-

onds, or approximately 0.12 minutes
• The highest flow of students into the but-

tery is around 5 minutes after opening
• Ten minutes after opening around 60

people would have entered the but-
tery/joined the queue

• At some point in time, the queue dis-
appears and the incoming students no
longer wait in queue. Students arriving
before that time are collectively referred
to as the “initial wave of students”, or
just “initial wave”

• On October 15th 2014, the buttery opened
for dinner 12 minutes late

Assumptions made:
• If buttery opens late, the opening times

are distributed according to a half-
normal distribution[1], with the base nor-
mal distribution averaging being-on-time
with a standard deviation of 5 minutes.

• Students of the initial wave arrive at
queue/buttery at times independently
and identically distributed according to a
normal distribution with a mean of being
5 minutes late and standard deviation
of 5 minutes. Then, based on previous
observations, the initial wave comprises
approximately 70 students.

II. Method

Buttery opening time, student arrival times,
and total waiting time are treated as random
variables and together form a simple intuitive
Bayesian Network[2]. We discretize time into
15-second intervals, simulate the situation 1000
times and observe results. Details can be in-
ferred from Listing 1, which is the used pro-
gram code.

A combination of Bash[3] and Anglican[4]

is used for the implementation. The script is
first processed with Bash to unwind all loops
and substitute for arrays, the resulting script
is then interpreted using Anglican. This way
we partially compensate for Anglican’s lack
of loops, functions, arrays and other essential
constructs.
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III. Results

Figure 1: Time late vs. Total student time wasted

The relationship between how late the but-
tery opens and student time wasted seems
to be linear (as seen in Figure 1), best-
approximated by the function

minutes_lost = 7.6413minutes_late + 96.758

Hence, about 97 minutes of student time is
wasted even when buttery opens on time and
every additional minute late adds about 7.6
minutes of wasted student time.

In particular, belated University College
buttery opening for dinner on October 15th

2014 caused a waste of approximately 188 min-
utes (over 3 hours) of student time.

IV. Remarks

Formally observed data is necessary for a more
accurate analysis.

Further study is encouraged into the health
effects of standing in a buttery queue for pro-
longed periods of time, psychological risks in-
volved in waiting in a buttery queue for food,
value of student time wasted throughout the
existence of University College (the oldest Ox-
ford college[5]), comparison of buttery waiting
times across Oxford colleges.
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Listing 1: Code
#!/bin/bash

#number of minutes late
echo "[assume ready_time (normal 0 25)]"
#buttery NEVER opens early
echo "[assume opening_time (if (> 0 ready_time) 0 ready_time )]"
time_to_serve_student =0.12
time_interval =0.25

#for every student
for i in ‘seq 0 69‘;
do

echo "[assume student${i} (normal 5 25)]"
done

#for every time step - observe over 30 minutes of time
for t in ‘seq 0 119‘;
do

#total time waited after official opening time
echo "[assume waiting_${t}_raw (- (sum (list "
for i in ‘seq 0 69‘;
do

echo "(if (< student${i} (* $time_interval $t)) 0 1)"
done
#subtract number of people already served
echo ")) (* (/ $time_interval $time_to_serve_student)"
echo "(if (> 0 (- $t opening_time )) 0 (- $t opening_time ))) )]"
echo "[assume waiting_${t} (if (> 0 waiting_${t}_raw) 0 waiting_${t}_raw)]"

done

echo "[assume waiting_total (* $time_interval (sum (list "
for t in ‘seq 0 119‘;
do

echo "waiting_${t} "
done
echo ")))]"

echo "[predict (list opening_time waiting_total )]"
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